Abstract. A method of preserving the sequential semantics in parallel programs with rst-class continuations is to invoke continuations non-speculatively. This method, which prevents a continuation from being invoked as long as its invocation can infringe the sequential semantics, reduces parallelism by the severe conditions that it imposes, especially on upward uses. In this paper, we present new conditions for invoking continuations in an upward way and both preserving the sequential semantics and providing parallelism. This new approach is formalised in the PCKS-machine, which is proved to be correct by showing that it has the same observational equivalence theory as the sequential semantics.
Introduction
The continuation of an expression is the computation that remains to be performed after evaluating this expression 16] . Some programming languages like Scheme 14] , or SML of New Jersey 1] provide the user with two facilities to act on the interpreter continuation: the capture and the invocation. The capture of a continuation consists in packaging up the current continuation as a rst-class object so that it can be passed to or returned by functions like any other object. The invocation of a continuation discards the current continuation and resumes the computation with the invoked continuation.
Parallelism can be added to a language by some annotations that specify which expressions should be evaluated in parallel 7] . These annotations are required to be transparent; that is, parallel programs must return the same results as in the absence of annotations.
Parallelism and rst-class continuations can prevent the annotations for parallelism from being transparent. Indeed, as continuations explicitly encode the evaluation order, it is possible to write continuation-based programs that depend on this order. Since parallelism changes the evaluation order, combining both parallelism and rst-class continuations can result in non-deterministic programs, which is in opposition to the de nition of transparent annotations.
Previously 12, 10, 11], we proposed to invoke continuations non-speculatively in order to preserve the transparency property. A continuation is invoked nonspeculatively if its invocation can be performed only when it is proved not to infringe the sequential semantics. The non-speculative approach essentially consists in waiting for some expressions to be evaluated before actually invoking the continuation; these expressions are the ones that are evaluated before the invocation in the sequential order. This method of invocation preserves the transparency property of annotations, but it imposes such drastic conditions on continuation invocations that it can seriously reduce parallelism in programs.
One usually distinguishes two usages of continuations 8] . If the invoked continuation is a pre x of the current continuation, the invocation is downward; otherwise, it is upward. A downward invocation simply consists in discarding a su x of the current continuation, i.e. it corresponds to an escape. In order to provide more parallelism, we devised 12, 10, 11] a mechanism able to reduce the number of expressions for which a value had to be waited before a downward invocation of a continuation. However, this mechanism 12, 10, 11] still imposes so severe conditions on upward uses that it can reduce parallelism.
In this paper, we propose new conditions for invoking continuations in an upward way without losing parallelism, but still preserving the transparency property. The essence of our new approach relies on the observation that many uses of continuations remain local to a part of a program; for instance, when the use of a continuation (creation, invocation, storage) remains limited to a function. In such circumstances, there is no need to coordinate the invocation of the continuation with expressions that are evaluated in parallel in a part of the program that is unreachable by the continuation.
The original contributions of this paper are the following:
{ We propose a new version of the PCKS-machine, an abstract machine that evaluates parallel functional programs with rst-class continuations. The machine recognises upward uses of continuations and provides parallelism in such cases, while retaining the non-speculative approach for invocation. This abstract machine formalises the semantics of continuations is an annotation-based parallel language and can be regarded as a guideline for an implementation.
{ We prove the correctness of the machine: the PCKS-machine returns the same result for a program as a sequential machine would do for the same program without annotations. Put di erently, the semantics implemented by the PCKSmachine guarantees the transparency of annotations for parallelism. The proof essentially consists in proving that the observational equivalence theories of the PCKS-machine and of the sequential machine are the same. The proofs di ers from the one in 10] and is much simpler. This paper is organised as follows. We present Felleisen and Friedman's CKmachine, an abstract machine that evaluates sequential functional programs with rst-class continuations. After giving the intuition of the annotations for parallelism fork and pcall, we present the PCKS-machine, and its non-speculative approach to continuations invocation. The basic approach is then modi ed to recognise the upward use. In Section 5, we state some properties of the machine and prove its correctness. A comparison with related work and a conclusion end this paper.
The CK-Machine
The set of terms accepted by the CK-machine 4, 6] is denoted by ck and is de ned as follows, where x is taken from a set of variables V ars and a from a set of constants Csts. Rules operator and operand force a left-to-right evaluation order of components of applications, using the continuation codes fun and arg which explicitly indicate the part of an application that is already evaluated or remains to be evaluated. The four last rules deal with similar con gurations, whose continuation code is of the form ( fun V ), denoting that the value of the operator is V , and whose control string is a value, which is the value of the operand. We say that the value of the operator is ready to be applied on the value of the operand. Rules ( v ) and ( ) perform the v and -reductions as in Plotkin's v -calculus 13]. When the value of the operator is the constant callcc, rule capture packages up the current continuation as a continuation point hp; i and generates a con guration where the value of the operand is ready to be applied on the continuation point. Continuation points are rst-class values that can be used like regular abstractions: rule invoke describes the behaviour of the CK-machine when a continuation point is applied on a value, which is usually called invoking a continuation. We see that , the continuation of the call of hp; 0 i on V , is replaced by the invoked continuation 0 .
We can abstract the evaluation process of the CK-machine by a function.
De nition 2 (eval ck ) Let M and V be a term and a value of ck . The evaluation function eval ck is de ned for M, written eval ck (M) = V , if there are some transitions from the initial con guration to a nal con guration of the CK-machine: hM; ( Both pcall and fork must be transparent: the expressions (pcall M N) and (begin (fork M) N) must be indistinguishable from (M N) and (begin M N), respectively. Furthermore, we de ne the expression (begin (fork M) N) as (pcall (begin M ( u:u)) N). In the sequel, we shall only consider the annotation pcall.
The PCKS-Machine
The PCKS-machine 10, 11] is an abstract machine that evaluates parallel functional programs with rst-class continuations. This machine consists of a set of processes running in parallel (P), where each process is a represented by a CK con guration, and of a store (S) which speci es the coordination between the di erent processes.
The set of terms accepted by the PCKS-machine is called pcks and is de ned by extending the grammar of ck as follows, with ranging over a set of locations The set pcks extends the set ck with a parallel application (pcall M 1 M 2 ) composed of an operator M 1 and an operand M 2 . The behaviour of the three new continuation codes is explained below in the set of transitions of the PCKS-machine. A con guration of the PCKS-machine consists of a set of processes and a store. We distinguish two kinds of processes.
1. An active process is represented by a named CK-con guration hM; i n , where M is a control string, i.e. a term of pcks , a continuation code, and n a process name taken from a set of process identi ers Pid.
2. A dead process is represented by a special CK-con guration hz; (stop)i n , where the control string is the distinguished symbol z and n is a process name of the set Pid. A store binds locations to their contents. Locations model addresses in a real computer and are taken from a set Loc. Their content can be empty, can contain a value, or can contain a special data structure, whose role will be explained in the sequel. We shall use the letter p to range over processes, P over sets of processes, n over names of processes (n 2 Pid), and over locations ( 2 Loc).
A con guration M of PCKS-machine consists of a set of processes P and a store , and is written hP; i. In order to evaluate a term M with the PCKS-machine, we begin the computation with an initial con guration, which is composed of a single process hM; (init)i n0 and an empty store. We end the computation when a nal con guration is reached, i.e. when a process is of the form hV; (init)i n . We can observe that an initial or a nal con guration of the PCKS-machine contains a process that is an initial or a nal con guration of the CK-machine, respectively. In order to specify the legal transitions between con gurations of the PCKSmachine, we rst de ne a relation, called the CKS-transition, which can be applied to a process (represented by a CK-con guration) and a store (S).
De nition 3 (CKS-transition) A CKS-transition is a relation hp; 1 i cks 7 ! hP; 2 i, which associates a process p and a store 1 with a set of processes P and a store 2 . A CKS-transition is assumed to be performed atomically. 2 Unlike a CK-transition, the applicability of a CKS-transition can depend on the content of the store, and a CKS-transition can update the store (hence the returned store 2 ). Furthermore, a CKS-transition produces a set of processes, instead of a single process, because new processes can be created (by the pcall-construct).
In De nition 4, parallelism in the PCKS-machine is modelled by an interleaving semantics. Then, the evaluation relation of the machine is formalised.
De nition 4 (PCKS-transition) There is a transition between a PCKS con guration M 1 hP 1 ; 1 i and a PCKS-con guration M 2 hP 2 ; 2 i, written M 1 PCKS 7 ! M 2 if there exists a process p and a set of process P such that hp; 1 i cks 7 ! hP; 2 i with p 2 P 1 and P 2 P 1 n fpg P. Furthermore, transitions performed by processes are supposed to be atomic. 2 De nition 5 (eval pcks ) Let M and V be a program and a value of pcks . The evaluation function is de ned for M, written eval pcks (M) = V , if there exists a nal con guration M f that contains a process hV; (init)i n , and such that, for the initial con guration M i hfhM; (init)i n0 g; ;i, we have M i PCKS 7 ! M f ; where PCKS 7 ! denotes the re exive, transitive closure of PCKS 7 ! . 2 It remains to de ne the CKS-transitions. The rst four transitions of the CKmachine (De nition 1) remains valid in the PCKS-machine. Now, let us see how a process that is evaluating a parallel application is transformed. As indicated by rule pcall in De nition 6, a new process, with a name n i , is created to evaluate the operand N, while the process that was evaluating the parallel application has to evaluate the operator M. The continuation of the process evaluating the parallel application is extended with a new continuation code for each process: left for the process evaluating the operator and right for the one evaluating the operand. Furthermore, two locations m and n are allocated; these locations are intended to receive the values of the operator and of the operand, respectively. Since they explicitly appear in the continuation codes left and right, they can be accessed by the processes evaluating the operator and the operand. (ret-nl) 2 A process knows that it has evaluated the operand of a parallel application, because its control string is a value and its continuation is a code right. It can access the content of the location m that appears in its continuation. If location m is empty (rule stop r ), it means that the operator is not evaluated yet, and the application cannot be performed: so, the process evaluating the operand must be stopped, which is represented by the dead process hz; (stop)i n . On the contrary, if the location m contains a value, this value is the value of the operator, and it can be applied to the value of the operand as indicated by ret r . In both cases, the location n is updated with the value of the operand. Symmetrically, a process knows that it has evaluated the operator of a parallel application, because its control string is a value and its continuation is a code left.
It must be stopped if location n is empty. If location n contains a value, two cases must be distinguished. 1. The operator is evaluated for the rst time, which can be observed by the fact that location m is empty (cfr. rule ret-1 l ). Then, the value of the operator can be applied on the value of the operand, after updating the location m with the value of the operator. 2. The operator has already been evaluated, which can be observed by the fact that location m is not empty (cfr. rule ret-n l ). In order to preserve the sequential semantics, the operand must be re-evaluated. Such a case corresponds to rule operand which forces the operand of a sequential application to be re-evaluated.
The operand N of the parallel application can be retrieved from the code left of the continuation where it explicitly appears. So, locations m and n are used to coordinate the processes evaluating the operator and the operand. The location m is aimed at receiving the rst value of the operator, while the location n is intended to receive the value of the operand. De nition 7 displays the CKS-transitions related to continuations. Rule capture of the CK-machine is still valid in the PCKS-machine, but rule invoke becomes unsound. Indeed, rule invoke, as designed in the CK-machine, can replace the current continuation by an invoked continuation in a single transition; used in the PCKS-machine, invoke would be able to replace a current continuation with a code right by the invoked continuation even though the operator corresponding to the code right has not returned a value. Since the PCKS-machine must compute the same results as the CK-machine, we replace rule invoke by three rules invoke init , prune f , and prune a . A single transition invoke of the CK-machine will be simulated by a sequence of prune f and prune a followed by invoke init in the PCKS-machine 2 . A rule like prune f (and similarly for prune a ) is said to prune the continuation of a process; indeed, the process continuation before transition (( 1 fun V 0 ) fun hp; i) is shortened to ( 1 fun hp; i). A succession of prune f and prune a forms the abortive phase where the continuation code of the process is pruned until invoke init can be used. We can observe that invoke init is an instance of invoke with replaced by (init).
The mode of invocation of continuations in the PCKS-machine is said to be nonspeculative because a continuation is invoked only if its invocation does not infringe the sequential semantics. Let us examine how such a mode of invocation behaves in the presence of left and right. According to rule prune l , a continuation code left can always be pruned. Indeed, a process hV; (( 1 left( m ; n ; N)) fun hp; i)i n evaluates the operator of a parallel application; since the operator is evaluated before the operand in a CK-machine, a continuation can always be invoked in the operator.
Symmetrically, if the operator of a parallel application is already evaluated and the operand invokes a continuation, the code right can be pruned as speci ed by rule prune r , because the execution of the PCKS-machine follows the CK-execution. On the contrary, if the operator of a parallel application is not yet evaluated when the operand invokes a continuation, the code right cannot be pruned if the sequential semantics must be preserved; in such a case, rule suspend r suspends the invocation of the continuation, by storing in n a data-structure containing the continuation and the value, and by stopping the process. The invocation of the continuation can be resumed as soon as the process that was evaluating the operator yields its value, as speci ed by rule resume r . The rules of De nitions 1 (four rst rules), 6, 7 specify a machine that evaluates parallel programs with rst-class continuations, while preserving the sequential semantics. Unfortunately, in order to preserve the sequential semantics, rule suspend r imposes so drastic conditions on the invocation of continuations that it can seriously reduce parallelism in a parallel program with rst-class continuations. In the CK-machine, invoking a continuation replaces the current continuation by the invoked continuation. In many usages of continuations, the invoked continuation and the current continuation have a common pre x (in the worst case, the common pre x is simply the initial continuation init). Hence, invoking a continuation is equivalent to replacing a su x of the current continuation by a su x of the invoked continuation. We can say that the invocation of a continuation has a local e ect on the computation because it only changes a su x of the current continuation and leaves the pre x unchanged.
In the PCKS-machine, instead of suspending the invocation of a continuation in the operand of a parallel application when the operator has not yielded a value, we can immediately reinstate the invoked continuation if the current continuation is a pre x of it. (This corresponds to a local use of the continuation.) Let us de ne the relation \is pre x of" on continuations.
De nition 8 (Extension and Pre x) A continuation 1 is a \one-step" extension of a continuation 2 , written 1 = 2 , if one of the following equality 3 holds. Thanks to the rules of De nition 9, the PCKS-machine not only evaluates parallel programs using rst-class continuations, but also preserves parallelism in the program, by avoiding to suspend local upward invocations. Invocations can be suspended only in the presence of race conditions that might not preserve the sequential result.
Properties
Our goal is to prove the soundness of the PCKS-machine with respect to the sequential semantics, which is implemented by the CK-machine. First, we de ne a translation that removes the annotations for parallelism in a parallel program, i.e. which returns the sequential version of a program.
De nition 10 (Sequential Version of a Term) The The major result of this section is the following theorem, which states that the observational equivalence theories of the CK-machine and PCKS-machine are the same.
Theorem 11 Let In the sequel, we present the intuition of the proof. The transition pcall creates a new active process to evaluate the operand of a parallel application. Such an operand is evaluated in advance of the sequential order. The evaluation of the operand remains in advance of the sequential order as long as the operator is being evaluated. In order to identify the computations that are in advance of the sequential order, we simply have to detect all the pcall transitions that were executed for which the location m is empty, i.e. the operator is not evaluated yet. On the other hand, there is a single computation that is not in advance of the sequential order: it is the process that follows the left-to-right evaluation order. Let us call this process the mandatory process and all other processes speculative.
In order to uniformly characterise the di erent kinds of computations (speculative or mandatory), we introduce the concept of target. Each computation evaluating an expression is characterised by the continuation of this expression and the location where to store the value of this expression. Intuitively, a target is a pair (location, continuation) for a computation. First, let us slightly change the de nition of a nal con guration of the PCKS-machine. We assume that the special location 0 is allocated to receive the nal value of the whole computation. We add an extra rule to the PCKS-machine, called init, which stores the nal result into location 0. A PCKS-con guration will be said to be nal if it contains a value in location 0. hV; (init)i n ! hz; (stop)i n ; (0) V (init) Now, we can de ne the notion of target.
De nition 12 (Target) Let M hP; i be a con guration of the PCKS-Machine. A target is a pair h ; i containing a location and a continuation , characterising a computation evaluating an expression with a continuation , and whose value is intended to be stored in . The set of targets of a con guration M is de ned as follows.
{ The pair h0; (init)i is a target of M. { If there are two locations m and n that were allocated by a transition pcall, such that the location m is empty, ( m ) = ?, then the pair h n ; ( right( m ; n ))i is a target of M.
The translation is not de ned for continuation codes left and right because it is meaningless to consider such codes independently of a store of the PCKS-machine.
The target h0; (init)i is said to be mandatory, while the others are speculative. A target h ; i is active if ( ) = ?. Each active process can be uniquely associated with an active target. For this purpose, we de ne a new relation, called sequential extension, which is a subset of the relation extension.
De nition 13 (Sequential Extension) Let be the store of a given PCKS-conguration. A continuation 1 is a \one-step" sequential extension of a continuation 2 (with respect to ), written 1 The relation sequential extension is the re exive, transitive closure of \one-step" sequential extension and is written 1 w s 2 . 2
The active target associated with an active process can be obtained by the following De nition, and it is easy to prove that there is a unique active process that is associated with each active target.
De nition 14 Let M hP; i be a con guration of the PCKS-machine. Let g h ; i be a target of M. The active process hM; 0 i n of P is associated with target g if 0 w s . We also say that the target of a continuation 0 is g h ; i if 0 w s .
2
In order to prove the soundness of the PCKS-machine, we proceed in two steps. First, we de ne a translation of a PCKS-machine con guration into a term of Sabry and Felleisen's v -C-calculus 15]. Second, we prove that for any transition of the PCKS-machine between two con gurations M 1 and M 2 , the translations of M 1 and M 2 are provably equal in the v -C-calculus.
First, we de ne the translation of a con guration of the PCKS-machine. A con guration will be translated into a set of terms, one term for each target of the machine. Lemma 18 states that for any transition between two con gurations of the PCKSmachine, terms that result from the translation of the con gurations and that correspond to a same target are provably equal in the v -C-calculus.
Lemma 18 Let M t hP t ; t i be a PCKS-con guration obtained after t transitions. Let fg 1 ; : : :; g nt g be the targets of the machine. Let e it be the term that appears in the translation of M for target g it . For any con guration M s hP s ; s i obtained after s transitions, with s t. Let e is be the term associated with target g is in the translation of M s , such that g is g it .
The terms e is and e it satisfy v -C`e is fc u =k u g = e it for any k u such that 9 u ; s (g u ) = k u ; t (g u ) = ?, and c u = T Proofs of Theorem 11 and Lemma 18 can be found in Section 9.
Related Work
This paper extends previous results 12, 10, 11] by devising a new criterion for invoking continuations, which preserves the sequential semantics and provides parallelism for upward uses.
Another annotation for parallelism is future 7] ; its semantics in a purely function language was stated by Flanagan and Felleisen 5] . They use this semantics to statically analyse programs in order to perform a \touch optimisation", i.e. to remove the touch operator when it can be predicted at compile-time that its argument is never a placeholder. We could apply similar optimisations to improve programs eciency by predicting that an application site always invokes a \local" continuation, i.e. a continuation that satis es the side-condition of invoke up .
Research on the interaction of future and continuations were mainly concerned with the implementation. Halstead 7, page 19] gives three criteria for the semantics of parallel constructs and continuations in a parallel Scheme. We list them here:
1. Programs using call/cc without constructs for parallelism should return the same results in a parallel implementation as in a sequential one.
2. Programs that use continuations exclusively in the single-use style should yield the same results as in sequential Scheme, even if a parallel construct is wrapped around arbitrary expressions. 3. Programs should yield the same results as in sequential Scheme, even if a parallel construct is wrapped around arbitrary subexpressions, with no restrictions on how continuations are used. Our semantics satisfy these conditions. The rst criterion is proved by the following proposition: let M be a program of ck , eval pcks (M) = eval ck (M). The second and third criterion are satis ed by Theorem 11. Rule ret-1 l deals with the single-use style, while ret-n l with the multiple-use. Katz and Weise 9] proposed a implementation technique to provide a transparent future annotation for a language with rst-class continuation; this technique was successfully implemented by Feeley 3] . In Katz and Weise's approach, continuations are invoked speculatively; that is, they are invoked as soon as possible, without verifying whether their invocation preserves the sequential semantics. In addition, in order to preserve the transparency of the annotation future, processes are threaded by a legitimacy link. A process is legitimate if the code it is executing would have been executed by a sequential implementation in the absence of parallelism. A result is legitimate if it is returned by a legitimate process.
In an implementation where continuations are invoked speculatively, one can expect more speed up, at least theoretically, but more unnecessary computations might be performed than in an implementation with non-speculative invocations. Hence, the non-speculative approach allows the user to have a better control on speculative computations. Furthermore, in the non-speculative approach, a rst-class continuation encodes the partial order that must be respected to preserve the sequential semantics. So, rst-class continuations can be seen as control operators for synchronising computations; a program illustrating this property can be found in 10].
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the PCKS-machine, an abstract machine that is able to evaluate parallel functional programs with rst-class continuations. This machine is sound with respect to the sequential semantics. In the PCKS-machine, continuations are invoked non-speculatively, i.e. their invocations are allowed only if they do not infringe the sequential semantics. Although this mode of invocation intuitively seems to reduce parallelism by very stringent conditions, the PCKS-machine proves that parallelism can be preserved in programs with rst-class continuations. The PCKS-Machine can be considered as a guideline for implementation of continuations in an annotation-based parallel language.
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9 Appendix: Proofs Proof Lemma 18. We proceed by induction on the number of transitions t and by case on the last transition. First, we consider the transitions that do not change the sets of targets and for which the translations of M s and M t are the same (init, ret-n l , stop r , ret-n l , ret r , operator, operand, suspend r ).
(ret-n l ) s = t and s = t . Let g i be the target of hV; ( left ( m ; n ; N))i with s (g i ) = t (g i ) = k i . 
